
Bomma
Dark & Bright Star chandelier with 9
lamps

Glasfarbe

brown

white

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Czechia

Manufacturer Bomma

Designer Dechem Studio

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

voltage suitability 230 - 240 Volt

Diameter in cm 57

material crystal glass, metal

cable color transparent

cable length 250 cm

height adjustment height determinable

socket/light fixture G4

LED inclusive

canopy dimensions ∅ 62 cm

bulb exchange on site itself

system performance 9 x 1,2 Watt (max.)

Dimensions Ø 57 cm

Description

This Bomma Dark & Bright Star chandelier consists of five Large and four
Small pendant lamps on a round canopy. The nine lamps of this chandelier
always have the same glass colour. The glass colours white and cigar brown
are available. The white coated canopy has a diameter of 62 cm and a height
of 6.2 cm. The white lamps have a suspension in anthracite, the cigar brown
ones have a suspension in brass brushed.

Each glass is individually made of mouth-blown crystal glass and is therefore
unique. With traditional glass blowing, small bubbles or irregularities may
possibly appear in the glass. The white glasses are made of clear glass and are
opaque sand-cut. The cigar brown glasses are completely coloured. As each
glass is finished by hand, colour intensity and shade may vary. Each lamp has
a G4 socket and is operated with a replaceable LED retrofit.

The cables of the Dark & Bright Star are a maximum of 250 cm long and can
be shortened if necessary. On request, Bomma also offers chandeliers with up
to 26 lamps with the available glass colours and suspensions.
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